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USS Langley (CV 1) undergoing conversion at the Norfolk Navy Yard, Portsmouth,
Virginia, c. late 1921. USS George E. Badger (DD 196), a Clemson-class destroyer, is
in view in the background off the soon-to-be carrier’s stern.
and subsequent cuts in the shipbuilding
budget dampened calls to match the British effort. Instead, some rather dramatic
hearings before the Navy’s General Board
in the spring of 1919 led to a compromise
recommendation—that the collier Jupiter

all images courtesy naval history and heritage command, us navy

arch 2022 marks the centennial of the commissioning of
the US Navy’s first aircraft
carrier—USS Langley (CV 1).
Langley’s hull originally entered naval service nine years earlier at California’s Mare
Island Naval Shipyard as the collier USS
Jupiter (AC 3). The Navy had placed Jupiter and sister ships Cyclops and Neptune into
service to address a lack of coal-delivery
vessels, a fleet vulnerability exposed by the
around-the-world cruise of Theodore Roosevelt’s Great White Fleet. Besides providing a hull, Jupiter’s significance to Langley
was its electric-drive propulsion plant—a
predecessor to the plant currently installed
aboard USS Gerald R. Ford—and the ship’s
first commanding officer, Comdr. Joseph
M. Reeves.1
Though the US Navy first introduced
catapult technology and landed the first
aircraft on the deck of a ship, it was the
British, pushed by the onset of World War
I, who first converted warships and cruise
liners into seagoing airports. American
naval observers assigned with the Royal
Navy recognized the potential offensive
capability of ordnance-laden aircraft flying
off such vessels and urged their superiors
in Washington to follow in Britain’s wake.
The sudden unanticipated end of the war

by David F. Winkler, PhD

USS Jupiter off Mare Island Navy Yard, California, 1913, in her original role as a collier.
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be converted into an experimental aircraft
carrier. Among those testifying before the
General Board was Army aviator Brig. Gen.
Billy Mitchell.2
Mitchell’s eventual advocacy for a
unified, independent air service that would
incorporate naval aviation assets was seen
as a threat, even to a Navy brass that
scorned “the little flying machines.” The
Navy reacted by establishing a Bureau of
Aeronautics to be led by the very capable
Rear Adm. William A. Moffett and
mounting a naval aviation pubic relations
blitz featuring Langley. Eventually, Mitchell’s disparaging commentary on naval
aviation would subject him to court-martial and a guilty verdict in December
1925.3
Though the ship was re-commissioned
at the Norfolk Navy Yard early in 1922,
significant work still needed to be
accomplished before flight operations could
begin. The biggest challenge proved to be
the installation of arresting gear to “trap”
aircraft. Lt. Alfred M. “Mel” Pride oversaw
a shoreside testing facility centered on a
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100-foot diameter turntable that could be
maneuvered to allow incoming aircraft to
approach into a headwind. Eventually, a
hybrid system incorporating cross-cables
attached to heavy weights, along with the
British system of fore-and-aft wires, would
be installed on Langley’s “flying deck.”4
The arresting gear passed its first test
on 26 October 1922, when Lt. Comdr.
Godfrey de Courcelles Chevalier’s Aeromarine 39B latched onto the fore-and-aft
wires and sped ahead to a sudden stop,
tipping the aircraft forward and busting its
propeller. Nine days earlier, Lt. Virgil C.
Griffin had piloted a Vought VE-7 off the
forward flying deck to record the carrier’s
first successful launch. On 18 November,
Langley’s executive officer, Comdr. Kenneth
Whiting, made the first catapulted assisted
launch off the carrier’s deck.5
Whiting served as the second-in-command under Capt. S. H. R. “Stiffy” Doyle,
a non-aviator who took Langley down to
Pensacola, Florida, during the winter and
spring months of 1923 to further refine
launching and landing procedures. During

On 17 October 1922, a Vought VE-7S made history as the first plane to take off from a US
Navy aircraft carrier. In view at the bottom of the photo is the primitive tail hook, as well
as the longitudinal arresting wire hooks on the main landing gear axle. The British-designed
hydro vane forward of the main wheels was intended to keep the plane from nosing over in
the event of an emergency water landing.

(left photo) Rear Adm. William A. Moffett, USN, (at right) observing aircraft operations onboard USS Langley (c. 1925–26). To his left
is Capt. Joseph M. Reeves, Commander, Aircraft Squadrons, Battle Fleet.
(right photo) Lt. Comdr. Godfrey de Courcelles Chevalier piloted the first plane launched by catapult (from USS North Carolina) in 1916.
On 26 October 1922 Chevalier landed an Aeromarine 39-B on Langley’s deck—another first. Tragically, this pioneering naval pilot died
less than three weeks later as a result of injuries sustained in an airplane crash near Norfolk, Virginia.
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Lt. Comdr. Chevalier approaching Langley’s flight deck, 26 October 1922.
this sojourn, Langley conducted flight demonstrations off Panama’s coast for fleet
commanders following the first of numerous fleet problems that would occur during
the interwar period. While in Panama,
Doyle and Whiting argued to their superiors that months of additional experimentation were needed to enhance the equipment and procedures that would be mirrored in Lexington and Saratoga—the two
battlecruisers authorized for conversion to
aircraft carriers, thanks to the Washington
Naval Conference of 1921–22. 6

Yet with funding for Lexington and
Saratoga not a foregone conclusion and
Mitchell arguing for a unified air service,
Moffett curtailed the Doyle/Whiting experimentation plan by ordering Langley to
the nation’s capital for the June 1923 annual Shriners Convention. The carrier conducted flight demonstrations in the Potomac River and subsequently welcomed
thousands of visitors from around the nation, including the Shriner-in-chief, President Warren G. Harding. The positive
Washington experience would be repeated

in the coming months in New York City;
Newport, Rhode Island; Portland, Maine;
Portsmouth, New Hampshire; Boston; and
smaller New England municipalities that
were celebrating their tricentennials.7
Langley opened the year 1924 participating in war games in the Caribbean with
its planes “bombing” the Panama Canal to
block the passage of the “enemy” fleet and
fending off “attacking”’ aircraft from shorebased airstrips. In their next game, Langley’s
pilots provided cover for an amphibious
“assault” on Culebra, a small Puerto Rican
island halfway between Puerto Rico and
St. Thomas. Having impressed the fleet
commanders, the carrier finally returned
to Pensacola to resume experimentation.
In mid-June, Langley returned to the Norfolk Navy Yard to receive an upgrade to its
arresting gear and a re-do of the propulsion
plant exhaust system.8

With Capt. Edward “the Bald” Jackson now in command, Langley arrived in
San Diego at the end of November with
the San Diego Union declaring “‘DEADLIEST SHIP AFLOAT’ ARRIVES HERE”
across the front page. Jackson adapted to
a new routine, as the carrier, now berthed
adjacent to the air station at San Diego’s
North Island, continued to conduct experimentation, embark and operate a
fighter squadron, and serve as the flagship
for Stanford Moses, who served as the
Commander, Aircraft Squadrons, Battle
Fleet.9
In February 1925, Fleet Problem V
pitted two opposing fleets off Mexico’s
coast with Langley’s planes serving in a
limited defensive role. Following in May,
Grand Joint Army-Navy Exercise No. 3,
centered on the Hawaiian Islands, had
Aerial view of USS Langley at the
Washington Navy Yard, 3 July 1923.
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USS Langley (CV 1) in Pearl Harbor, Oahu, with 34 planes on her flight deck, May 1928.
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Langley flying missions to cover Marine
landings to recapture the islands from a
hostile power (envisioned as Japan). Langley
operated within the Hawaiian Islands over
the summer months, losing Lt. Comdr.
Nathan Chase, a fighter squadron commander, in a mid-air collision that knocked
him from his plane’s cockpit. Of note, his
replacement, Lt. Comdr. Frank “Spig”
Wead, soon would be paralyzed in a freak
domestic accident and go on to become a
successful Hollywood screenwriter for such
films as The Flying Fleet (1929).10
Returning to the West Coast, Langley
arrived at Mare Island Naval Shipyard for
the first of a number of maintenance stays.
There, Capt. Joseph M. “Bull” Reeves
awaited as the new Commander, Aircraft
Squadrons Battle Fleet. Reeves’s arrival
began the transformation of Langley from
an experimental platform into an operational component of the US Battle Fleet.
Charismatic, Reeves was described by a
contemporary as a “spell-binding” orator.
Gathering his aviators in San Diego, the
new commodore delivered what became
known as the “1001 Questions Speech,”
declaring: “I do not know the answer to
these questions and dozens like them any
more than you do, but until we can answer
them, we will be of little use to the Fleet.
That means we must become a school before
we can become an air force.” Langley would
serve as that school.11
Ashore, Reeves’s pilots developed new
tactics (such as dive-bombing) and applied
them when deploying on Langley. During
Fleet Problem VI, held in the Caribbean
in February 1926, Reeves, having been
delegated control of the Blue Fleet’s air
assets, ably defended the Blue Fleet’s battleline and opportunistically attacked enemy
combatants. As Reeves pushed for more
efficient flight operations, Langley’s leadership team turned over, with airship veteran
Capt. Frank McCrary as the new commanding officer and Naval Aviator #3
Comdr. John Towers as the new executive
officer. En route to Seattle, in August,
Reeves tested the endurance of his aircrews
and flight deck personnel in an attempt to
shatter the previous record for launches and
landings in one day. Both Langley’s air

officer, Lt. Comdr. Marc A. “Pete” Mitscher,
and the fighter squadron commander, Lt.
Gerald Bogan, had reservations given the
sea state pitching the ship about. Yet, in
those horrific weather conditions, the previous record was more than shattered with
the launching and landing of 127 aircraft.
Placing that accomplishment in perspective,
Royal Navy historian David Hobbs would
write, “No British aircraft carrier would
come near this record until well into the
Second World War, even though most ships
were bigger and better designed than
Langley.”12
Eventually, the temperamental John
Towers succeeded McCrary, setting up a
tense relationship with Reeves, who continued to push the envelope at the peril of
his aircrews. For the spring and summer
months of 1927, Langley participated in
exercises with the fleet in the Caribbean,
where the carrier’s aircraft again “disabled”
the Panama Canal. Following a presidential
naval review and a port call to New York,
Langley participated in additional exercises off Rhode Island. 13
Returning to the West Coast, Langley’s
story nearly came to an early end when a
gas fire approached the main aviation gas
stowage tank a few days before Christmas
1927. The crew’s quick reaction, paired with
a little luck, left the ship with one fatality

after a potentially cataclysmic event. With
extensive repairs and an enlarged flight
deck installed at Mare Island, Towers returned his ship to San Diego with Reeves
now determined to cram and operate fortytwo aircraft on a ship that was envisioned
to carry no more than a dozen.14
USS Langley deployed in May 1928 to
Hawaii, arriving south of Diamond Head
early on the morning of May 17th. The small
carrier launched two squadrons, totaling
35 aircraft, starting around 4:37 am. Despite the “defenders” being forewarned of
the intent of the exercise, the carrier’s fighters conducted raids on Wheeler Field and
other air bases in Hawaii. Thirteen years
later the Japanese would conduct a similar
raid with devastating effect.15
With the arrival of the recently commissioned carriers Lexington and Saratoga
on the West Coast, Langley still maintained
a critical role in the evolution of fleet aviation. As the only carrier capable of navigating within San Diego’s shallow waters,
Langley continued to serve as the “qual
ship” for a generation of naval aviators who
would eventually serve in command during
World War II. During the early part of
1929, following another extensive yard period at Mare Island, Langley operated independently in the Caribbean to support
Marines in Nicaragua and call on East

DT-2 taking off from USS Langley, 1925.
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Coast seaports. The carrier, now commanded by Capt. Arthur Cook, returned
to the West Coast in May to find that
Reeves had been called back to Washington
and Rear Adm. Henry V. Butler had relieved him. In contrast to the beloved
Reeves, the enlisted sailors had contempt
for “Admiral Tie Tie Butler,” who insisted
that ties on the back of their pants be
formed “in a square knot, threaded right
side over left.”16
The crew would not have to spend
much time having Butler looking over their
shoulders, as Langley underwent a repair
period at the Puget Sound Naval Yard near
Seattle and then received orders to pair
with Saratoga during Fleet Problem X to
fight an “enemy” force containing Lexington in its order of battle. Held in the eastern
Caribbean, the subsequent “Battle of Navassa Sea,” could arguably be called the
first carrier battle in history. Unfortunately for Langley and Saratoga, clouds shielded Lexington’s whereabouts. In contrast,
clear skies enabled Lexington’s attackers to
put Langley and Saratoga out of action and
enable the Black Fleet to roll on to a lopsided victory. Following another fleet problem, the combined fleets headed up the
East Coast for a presidential review, and
Langley headed to the Norfolk Navy Yard
for an upkeep period.17
Back on the West Coast, Langley came
under the command of Capt. Rufus Fairchild Zogbaum. The son of a nationally
renowned illustrator, Zogbaum welcomed
Assistant Secretary for Naval Aviation David S. Ingalls and commentator Will Rogers to what was now dubbed “the Covered
Wagon” for a memorable visit in which
Ingalls, the Navy’s first flying ace, insisted
on obtaining his carrier quals. Having done
so, Ingalls celebrated, inviting Rogers, Zogbaum, and others to Agua Caliente, a Tijuana casino resort, to party into the early
morning hours.18
In the spring of 1931 during another
Caribbean fleet problem, Chief Air Pilot
Verne W. Harshman flew into a cloud accompanied by other Langley aircraft only
to emerge from the backside flying alone.
Unable to find the mother ship, he ditched
his aircraft. After a massive effort to locate
him was abandoned, his rescue by a German tramp steamer made happy headlines
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Comdr. Kenneth Whiting, USN, in a photo
taken aboard USS Langley in 1922.
for tabloids in a nation in the midst of the
Great Depression.19
Harshman eventually returned to
Langley, by then homeported in Norfolk.
While on the East Coast under the command of Capt. Aubrey Wray “Jake” Fitch,
the carrier headed up to Maine in the
middle of winter to tackle the challenges
of flight operations in frigid environs and
then welcomed back Comdr. Mel Pride,
who made the first carrier landing of a
Pitcairn autogiro—the forefather of the
modern helicopter. Langley returned to the
West Coast to participate in yet another
fleet problem amid rumors that the Hoover
administration was contemplating transferring the carrier to the Asiatic Fleet in response to hostile Japanese actions in mainland China.20
The officer selected to relieve Fitch,
Comdr. Patrick N. L. Bellinger, anticipated
conducting the change of command ceremony in Manila. With tensions easing in
the Far East, however, he found himself
taking command at the Mare Island Naval
Shipyard. Langley remained on the West
Coast and was berthed at San Pedro, California, in October 1932 when an earthquake rocked nearby Long Beach. As Bellinger and his wife escaped from a local

theater, Langley crewmembers mustered
to help with rescue efforts and to prevent
looting ashore.21 Langley continued to participate in fleet problems and smaller-scale
tactical exercises in early 1933 as changes
in leadership occurred back East with the
inauguration of Franklin D. Roosevelt as
president and the tragic loss of Rear Admiral Moffett, who perished along with 72
others when a storm felled the airship Akron off the New Jersey coast early on 4
April. Rear Adm. Ernest D. King would
replace the legendary Moffett.22
Back on the West Coast, Capt. Kenneth Whiting returned to command the
ship that he had put into commission. Six
months into his command, there was an
incident during which Whiting failed to
have his ship at a planned rendezvous location for a returning squadron of aircraft
that was forced to ditch. Relieved of command by Langley’s second executive officer,
Capt. Warren Child, Whiting would continue to serve in the Navy until his passing
during World War II; he never achieved
the rank of admiral.23
During Child’s tenure in command,
Langley again headed to the Caribbean to
participate in Fleet Problem XV as a unit
of the Blue Fleet commanded by the Battle
Force commander Admiral Reeves. Langley simulated the soon-to-be commissioned
aircraft carrier Ranger in maneuvers designed to have the Navy’s carriers operate
together in formation—a precursor to
World War II’s multi-carrier task groups.24
Langley subsequently headed up the
Eastern Seaboard to participate in a naval
review for the new commander-in-chief,
calling at New York and Newport. Returning to Norfolk, Langley handed over its
experienced fighter squadrons to the newly commissioned Ranger and took on Marine Corps squadrons to form the first
Marine Corps Air Group to deploy from a
carrier. Back to the West Coast, Langley
continued west to Hawaii to participate in
Fleet Problem XVI, whose concept was
based on a premonition that partly occurred
during World War II, in which the Japanese
captured the Aleutian Islands and Midway
Island. Langley’s Marine pilots gave good
accounts of themselves in providing air
cover for the counter-invasion force coming
from the West Coast.25
31

Once back from the mid-Pacific, Langley continued to serve as a test-bed for new
procedures. In a bold experiment conducted on 30 July 1935, Lt. Frank Akers flew
out from NAS San Diego with his cockpit
hooded. Talked down via radio instruction,
his airplane caught Langley’s fourth arresting cable. By this time, Capt. John Hoover
had taken command of the carrier. A big
believer in tradition, Hoover went all in
when Admiral Reeves ordered the whole
fleet south below the equator to conduct
the largest “crossing-of-the-line” ceremony
in recorded history, where nearly 30,000
“pollywogs” were inducted into the Royal
Order of Shellbacks.26

and 1938 operating in Alaskan and Hawaiian waters as King sought to establish seaplane bases in remote locations ranging
from Sitka, Alaska, to French Frigate Shoals
in the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands. As
a mobile seaplane base, Langley again participated in fleet problems as well as civic
celebrations. Following Fleet Problem
XVIII, which postulated the Japanese capture of the Philippines with Hawaii standing in as the western Pacific archipelago,
Langley headed to San Francisco to participate in the opening of the Golden Gate
Bridge. Likewise, in early 1939 Langley
would again enter the Caribbean for a fleet
problem and head north for a presidential

USS Langley (AV 3) in 1941. The ship was converted and re-classified as a seaplane tender
in 1937. Langley supported seaplane patrols and provided aircraft transportation services
in the Pacific during the early months of World War II.
The equatorial crossing and subsequent
fleet problem would be a last hurrah for the
collier-turned-aircraft carrier. Langley was
slated to become a seaplane tender to service
the new Consolidated Aircraft Corporation
PBYs, which would be known as “Catalinas” during World War II. Capt. Archibald
Douglas would take the carrier through a
metamorphosis that peeled back the forward third of the flight deck and added
heavy-lift cranes to the superstructure.
Having been redesignated as a seaplane
tender, Langley became the flagship of
Commander, Aircraft, Base Force, the individual responsible for the Navy’s seaplane
and utility aircraft. The individual holding
that billet, the aforementioned Rear Admiral King, did little to ingratiate himself
with Douglas and his crew. “He was a
S.O.B.,” exclaimed one petty officer who
ran afoul of King for blocking off a freshly painted ladder to the signal bridge.27
Having emerged from Mare Island
sporting a new look, Langley spent many
summer and autumn months during 1937
32

fleet review and for the opening ceremonies
of the 1939 New York World’s Fair.28
As Langley’s crew joined with New
Yorkers to marvel over such inventions as
television, events overseas factored into the
plan for the seaplane tender’s immediate
future. With Japan and China in open
conflict, Langley was ordered to Pearl Harbor as a precautionary measure. With the
German invasion of Poland in September
1939, Langley was then sent to Manila.
Over the next two years, Langley provided
the support infrastructure to host two
squadrons of PBYs that would be designated as Patrol Wing TEN under the command of Capt. Frank Wagner, who also
commanded Langley into 1941.29
Capt. Felix Stump, having relieved
Wagner of his Langley duties in mid-1941,
would be awakened early on the morning
of 8 December (on the opposite side of the
International Dateline) to be informed that
Pearl Harbor had been attacked. Spared a
similar attack that day due to the weather,
Stump led Langley and two oilers out of

Manila Bay—through minefields—and
onto a southern passage, evading Japanese
forces. Arriving at Darwin in Australia’s
Northern Territory, Langley’s remaining
aircraft would support Australian efforts
against the Japanese submarine threat.
Ordered to Fremantle in Western Australia,
Langley left in time to avoid a devastating
Japanese air raid against Darwin. Before
departing, Captain Stump detached to serve
with the newly formed Australian-BritishDutch-American (ABDA) naval command,
leaving executive officer Comdr. Robert
McConnell in command.30
With their homeland having fallen to
the Nazis, the Dutch colonial rulers of the
Netherlands East Indies feared Japanese
invasion and prodded Washington to use
Langley to transport a shipment of Army
P-40 pursuit planes to Java to help defend
against the Japanese aerial onslaught. Unfortunately, miscommunicated rendezvous
points and Langley’s slow speed exposed the
carrier in broad daylight off the southern
coast of Java on the morning of 27 February
1942. Japan’s high-level land-based naval
bombers failed to hit what appeared to them
to be an aircraft carrier during their first
two passes. A third Japanese wave, however, scored multiple hits and—combined
with strafing attacks—forced McConnell
to abandon ship.
Remarkably, most of Langley’s crew
survived and were picked up by the destroyers Whipple and Edsall; most survivors were
then transferred to the oiler Pecos. Soon
afterwards, Pecos was attacked and sunk by
Japanese carrier aircraft, with many more
casualties incurred. Hours later, Whipple
arrived to rescue the survivors before being
forced to break off due to a submarine
threat, leaving those remaining sailors in
the water to meet their fate.31
News of the loss of USS Langley was
announced on 4 April 1942, after the nextof-kin had been notified by Western Union
telegram. Most survivors continued to serve,
with some serving aboard a new Langley, a
light carrier placed in commission in 1943.
Nevertheless, Langley’s true World War II
legacy comes from the numerous aviators
who gained their tactical experience flying
off and landing on that small flight deck
and applied that experience in the eventual defeat of the Japanese Empire.
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(right) On 27 February 1942, while transporting US Army P-40s to the Netherlands
East Indies, USS Langley was attacked by
Japanese aircraft south of Java and was subsequently scuttled by her escorting destroyers.
The photo was shot from USS Whipple. USS
Edsall (DD 219) is in view standing by off
Langley’s port side.
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